Messe Düsseldorf’s Logistics Department Deploys Zebra Touch Computers For Better Stability, Roaming Connectivity And Best-In-Class Performance

About Messe Düsseldorf GmbH

Messe Düsseldorf GmbH is a trade fair company with its own exhibition centre in Düsseldorf, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. As one of the most successful German trade fair companies, it currently organises around 40 in-house events on its 300,000 m² site; these include 22 leading trade fairs in their respective industries worldwide, as well as 15 world-class partner and guest events. The Messe Düsseldorf Group also organises 75 in-house, partner and commissioned events abroad and is one of Germany’s most prominent global export platforms.

Challenge

Long-term Zebra Technologies business partner and ISV, Cosys, has been working with Messe Düsseldorf for 23 years. During this time, the two have collaborated closely to introduce numerous developments in processes, operating systems, software and hardware, including deploying Zebra mobile printers, which the Messe has now been using successfully for over 15 years. When looking for higher performance Android mobile computers to manage its day-to-day operations, Messe Düsseldorf was specifically looking for devices that could offer greater stability and improved connectivity across WLAN and 3G. Knowing and trusting the Zebra brand, the Messe was delighted to follow Cosys’s recommendation of testing the Zebra Android TC56 and TC57 Touch Computers; it has since equipped its teams with these Zebra devices, combined with a range of accessories.

Solution

Cosys uses Zebra’s StageNow to configure the Zebra TC56s and TC57s with a bespoke, core application, which it has designed specifically for Messe Düsseldorf. It also uses SOTI® MobiControl to remotely manage, update and

Results

- The solution delivers simpler processes and more stable connectivity when switching between WLAN and 3G/4G for seamless roaming across the Messe site; teams always have real-time information at their fingertips
- The Zebra touch computers offer excellent scanning and processing performance and keep operating reliably in all weather conditions and temperatures
- The registration and processing of vehicles is faster and more accurate; deposit slips and receipts are numerically sorted and automatically stored; it is also easier to manage money taken and daily billing
- The robust, enterprise devices deliver a cost-effective, easy-to-use, long-term solution with 100% user uptake
- The second-level support from Cosys combined with a Zebra OneCare contract ensures operational continuity
Messe Düsseldorf is synonymous with quality, ensuring customer satisfaction is therefore a top priority. That is why we rely on strong partnerships to meet our requirements. The reliable Zebra technology ensures we can efficiently control the high volume of traffic on our site. The performance and stable operation of the devices are key to delivering effective mobile processes at the trade fair, and so contribute to customer satisfaction and the success of our events.

Peter Linnenweber, Deputy Head of Information Technology, Messe Düsseldorf GmbH

Results

Messe Düsseldorf has achieved its key aims of increasing the performance and stability of its mobile computing platform through this deployment. Teams can now move around the site, whilst maintaining seamless, strong wireless connectivity in all indoor and outdoor areas, so they can continue to work productively, with real-time information at their fingertips. The processes of vehicle registration, data matching, sorting and recording, money handling and daily billing are simpler, faster and more accurate.

With regards to the Zebra TC56s and TC57s specifically, the Messe has praised their intelligent imaging, flexibility, speed of processing, reliability and ruggedness. Another important benefit is the devices keep working optimally, whatever the temperature and weather conditions, and the screens remain easy to read in strong, direct sunlight; moreover, the high capacity batteries always last a full shift and more.

Messe Düsseldorf is benefiting from a future-proof, fully supported enterprise solution, with reduced maintenance costs and excellent user uptake, resulting in a long-term lower cost of ownership. And, working together with Zebra Technologies and Cosys, the Messe will continue to adapt and innovate, to ensure it best meets the needs of the thousands of exhibitors it welcomes through its doors every year.